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The Trillion Dollar Shift
This Notebook makes a great present for Christmas, Easter and birthdays.
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As a child Alec, heir to the big house and only son of a bitter marriage, formed a
close friendship with Jerry, a village boy who shared his passion for horses. In 1914
both enlisted in the British Army – Alec goaded by his beautiful, cold mother to
fight for King and Country, Jerry to learn his trade for the Irish Nationalist cause.
But amid the mud of Flanders, their relationship is tested by an ordeal beyond the
horror of the battlefield

Journal of Education
Daideo
GEOGRAPHY Revision for Leaving Cert
With phonetically-organised word lists, this title features multisensory approach to
spelling using Look, Say, Trace, Cover, Write, Check. It provides fresh phonics word
lists with phonetical activities.

Religion for Living
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Geoplanet Workbook
Landscapes: Core Units and Economic Elective guides students to top marks with
relevant exam-focused content. This book comprises: Core Unit 1: Patterns and
Processes in the Physical Environment Core Unit 2: Regional Geography Core Unit
3: Geographical Investigation and Skills Elective Unit 4: Patterns and Processes in
Economic Activities KEY FEATURES: Core and Economic Elective in one book,
allowing for relevant cross-referencing A detailed Examination Guide gives
guidance on answering questions, sample answers, and SRP hints and tips Written
using the language of the examination Learning Intentions unpack the learning into
manageable, focused lessons for students Exam Links provide relevant questions
beside the text, putting the learning in context Check Your Learning boxes provide
opportunities for assessment for learning throughout the chapters Skills Activities
focus on bringing theory and skill together in preparation for examination
questions Chapter Links show students where other areas of the course may be
relevant to the learning Exam Tips let students know the important ways to get top
marks when answering questions Examination Questions at the end of every
chapter include Ordinary and Higher Level Part One and Part Two questions with
up-to-date marking schemes Each student who purchases the Landscapes
textbook receives a FREE eBook to use at home or in school! Gill Education eBooks
are also FREE to adopting teachers. DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
Comprehensive PowerPoints for every chapter are available for teachers on
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www.gillexplore.ie, our digital resources website, and include: Content to enhance
teaching and learning Answers to every question (exam questions with sample
answers, plus suggested marking schemes) Revision test material with marking
schemes Relevant weblinks THE LANDSCAPES AUTHOR TEAM DECLAN FITZGERALD
is an experienced examiner who has taught Geography and History for nearly 20
years in schools in Limerick. P.J. WHITE has over 30 years' experience teaching
Geography and English in Dublin.

Exploring Science for the New Junior Cycle
Ça Marche ! 1 is a first-year French package that ensures students have what they
need to meet the statements of learning, key skills and learning outcomes for the
three strands of the Specification for Junior Cycle Modern Foreign Languages:
Strand 1 Communicative Competence Strand 2 Language Awareness Strand 3
Socio-Cultural Knowledge and Intercultural Awareness Written using recommended
Assessment for Learning (AfL) methodologies Ensures alignment with the Common
European Framework of Reference (CEFR) Comes with an assessment-focused
student's Mon Portfolio Bespoke videos, video blogs and photo stories bring the
language and culture to life Drama, poems, games and cultural activities ensure
students are immersed in culture and language. Ça Marche ! 2 completes the
series. MON PORTFOLIO Includes a FREE PORTFOLIO BOOKLET where a range of
diverse, creative activities allow students to demonstrate real language use, skills
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and learning. Various presentation modes encourage the use of the target
language and ICT. FREE EBOOK There is a FREE EBOOK with this textbook with
embedded videos, narrated photo stories, audio and weblinks. THE TEACHER'S
RESOURCE BOOK The Teacher's Resource Book provides invaluable support and
planning including: An overview of the Junior Cycle Framework An introduction to
the MFL Specification Connection between the Specification and CEFR Guidelines to
accompany the strategies in the textbook Information on the New Spelling/Réforme
de l' Orthographe Unit-by-unit resources supporting differentiation for teaching at a
common level: schemes of work, assessment and feedback rubrics,
activities/games, graphic organisers, targets and placemats, pronunciation guides,
ICT and oral activities, cultural projects, student certificates, class tests, solutions
The full CD and video scripts The Teacher's Resource Book, PowerPoint
presentations with relevant vocabulary and grammar for each unit we well as all
videos, photo stories and audio is available to teachers on www.gillexplore.ie.

Whitaker's Five-year Cumulative Book List
The highly-respected book of reference of sought-after Independent Schools in
membership of the Independent Schools Council's Associations: HMC, GSA, The
Society of Heads, IAPS, ISA and COBIS.
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British Books in Print
Eclipsed
Cyclone provides everything you need for Junior Cycle Geography. Written by
experienced teachers with extensive knowledge of the Junior Cycle Framework,
this package provides the perfect blend of clear content, trusted methods and
innovation. Expertly fosters geoliteracy through clearly written, integrated and
linked topics A full range of Key Skills activities promotes active learning Important
geographical skills such as mapwork and data management are taught explicitly
and are reinforced throughout the textbook Short experiments and clear, everyday
examples encourage students to interact with the world around them Lively Fun
Facts reveal fascinating details of our world, while Not-So-Fun Facts highlight
important truths, notably on sustainability Geography in the News and My
Geography Moments introduce students to important new Classroom-Based
Assessments (CBAs) End of Chapter Assessments, with graded Must-Should-Could
success criteria, provide differentiation, promote reflection and help students to
prepare for CBAs Suggested Additional Resources on each topic encourage and
guide further research The Cyclone package includes: Cyclone Skills Book Included FREE with the textbook: Written by best-selling Geography author,
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Charles Hayes, this book includes a comprehensive range of activities and
exercises that reinforce content and ensure active, skills-based learning. Cyclone
Teacher's Resource Book contains detailed work schemes and topic-by-topic
suggestions that will enliven Geography in the classroom. A suite of digital
resources, such as curriculum-focused videos, PowerPoints and quizzes, are all
available on GillExplore.ie. Free eBook of the textbook, with embedded videos,
weblinks and quizzes: see inside front cover for details. Adopting teachers also
enjoy access to free eBooks of the Skills Book and Teacher's Resource Book. Gill
Education eBooks are accessible both online and offline. The Cyclone Author Team
STACY KENNY is a Geography teacher and deputy principal in Holy Child
Community School, Co. Dublin. She has delivered in-service training on the new
Junior Cycle for a number of years. ANDREW HORAN is a Geography teacher in St
Kevin's College, Dublin 11. He leads in-service training on mentoring newly
qualified teachers. CHARLES HAYES, Consultant Author and Cyclone Skills Book
author, has vast experience as a teacher, examiner, Geography teacher trainer
(UCC) and Junior Certificate Geography examination-drafter. He is Ireland's leading
Geography author and his New Complete Geography is Ireland's best-selling
Geography textbook and Skills Book.

Changing World
Written by market-leading History author, Dermot Lucey, whose name is
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synonymous with History education in Ireland, Making History provides everything
you need for Junior Cycle History. Specification Learning Outcomes are broken into
clear, achievable Learning Intentions The Nature of History strand is introduced
and then reinforced in each chapter through skills-based activities and the
frequent use of sources Integrates recommended Junior Cycle teaching strategies,
such as Think-Pair-Share, Hot Seat and Venn Diagrams Analysing Sources sections
encourage students to investigate intriguing historical questions and to hone the
skills of the historian The order of the chapters and the pictorial timelines at the
start of each promote chronological awareness and help students acquire the 'big
picture' The frequent use of questions in headings promotes exploratory learning,
encourages lively classroom debate and develops historical consciousness
Assessment features include: - Suggested CBAs for each topic - Focus Tasks for
groupwork and research - Activities that encourage historical empathy - Range of
questions on a vast array of primary and secondary sources The Making History
package includes: Making History Skills Book - Included FREE with the textbook:
Written by Stacy Stout with Dermot Lucey, this book includes skills-based
activities, and reflection and revision exercises Making History Teacher's Resource
Book with detailed schemes of work and How to' guides for incorporating
technology and active teaching methods A suite of digital resources including
curriculum-focused videos, PowerPoints and quizzes, all available on GillExplore.ie
Free eBook of the textbook with embedded videos, weblinks and quizzes. See
inside front cover for details. Adopting teachers also get access to free eBooks of
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the Skills Book and Teacher's Resource Book. Gill Education eBooks are accessible
both online and offline. The Making History Author Team DERMOT LUCEY is an
experienced teacher of History and an active member of the Cork History
Teachers' Association. He is the author of a number of best-selling History
textbooks, including The Past Today and Modern Europe. STACY STOUT is a History
teacher, examiner and a member of the Cork History Teachers' Association. She is
well known for her popular YouTube channel, Miss Stout's History Class, her @
MsStacyS page on Twitter, and for her creative, student-focused teaching
methodologies.

Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
Planet and People
Poetry Focus 2021
Poetry Focus 2022
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Landscapes: Core Units and Human Elective guides students to top marks with
relevant exam-focused content. This book comprises: Core Unit 1: Patterns and
Processes in the Physical Environment Core Unit 2: Regional Geography Core Unit
3: Geographical Investigation and Skills Elective Unit 5: Patterns and Processes in
the Human Environment KEY FEATURES: Core and Human Elective in one book,
allowing for relevant cross-referencing A detailed Examination Guide gives
guidance on answering questions, sample answers, and SRP hints and tips Written
using the language of the examination Learning Intentions unpack the learning into
manageable, focused lessons for students Exam Links provide relevant questions
beside the text, putting the learning in context Check Your Learning boxes provide
opportunities for assessment for learning throughout the chapters Skills Activities
focus on bringing theory and skill together in preparation for examination
questions Chapter Links show students where other areas of the course may be
relevant to the learning Exam Tips let students know the important ways to get top
marks when answering questions Examination Questions at the end of every
chapter include Ordinary and Higher Level Part One and Part Two questions with
up-to-date marking schemes Each student who purchases the Landscapes
textbook receives a FREE eBook to use at home or in school! Gill Education eBooks
are also FREE to adopting teachers. DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
Comprehensive PowerPoints for every chapter are available for teachers on
www.gillexplore.ie, our digital resources website, and include: Content to enhance
teaching and learning Answers to every question (exam questions with sample
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answers, plus suggested marking schemes) Revision test material with marking
schemes Relevant weblinks

New Complete Geography
Be Business
How Many Miles to Babylon?
Geography
Don't just face exams, ace exams! Less Stress More Success gives you all you need
to get the best results you can in your exams. Your complete course condensed,
organised and prioritised, in full-colour, making facts stick and revision easier.
Make those study hours really pay! Keep yourself on track for the exam: Expert
tips on how to maximise your points in the exam Highlights key information for you
In-context exam questions help you apply what you've just learned Concise
revision guide covering the entire Higher and Ordinary Level syllabus: core, both
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electives, and the most popular Higher Level options Detailed exam section
outlines exam layout, marks, timing and SRPs, helping you maximise your marks
Exam questions and sample answers linked to the marking scheme have been
added, to reflect the most recent exam trends and expectations Includes updated
information on the changing nature of the EU, both India and Brazil as subcontinental regions and many popular case studies for Core and Elective sections
Expert guidance on drawing sketch maps from maps and photos See the Additional
Resources panel for extra sample answers and alternative case studies.

Making History
The perfect teaching tool to accompany the New Complete Geography textbook
and Skills Book, this New Complete Geography Teacher's Handbook contains a
wealth of support including: 23 invaluable continuous assessment tests Sample
assessment results sheet The Layout of Junior Certificate examination papers Tips
and tactics for the Junior Certificate Examination Suggested exam timetable - how
to plan the exam Junior Certificate Geography command words explained
Suggestions on work and study for students Sample lesson plans - two alternative
versions Special occasion class activities New Complete Geography Web Resources
bank: A list of over 350 weblinks to websites, animations and videos, to bring
stimulation and variety to every class! Teacher Resource: New! PowerPoint
presentations for salient topics identify and review key learning points Updated
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online testing for homework and revision is available for the New Complete
Geography textbook on eTest.ie The New Complete Geography eBook blends
together the wealth of digital resources available for the textbook, saving you
valuable time in class. These include: Video clips Animations

Local Ireland Almanac and Yearbook of Facts
Ca Marche!
This established poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level is the
definitive guide to achieving top marks in the 2022 exam. For each poet, Poetry
Focus 2022 provides these unique exam-focused features: Critical Literacy notes
on each poem include a focused discussion of theme and style Writing About the
Poem sections provide graded sample paragraphs with Examiner's Comments,
which help students articulate their responses to the highest standard Examinationstyle Class/Homework Exercises develop effective writing skills UPDATED: Sample
Leaving Cert questions, full essays, plans, marking scheme guidelines and
Examiner's Comments Revision Overviews give a concise and visual summary of
each poet's work Unseen Poetry guidelines, sample questions and answers Free
eBook with this textbook! See inside front cover for details. Extra features in your
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eBook: Audio feature exclusive to Poetry Focus: Listen to Brendan Kennelly read all
of his prescribed poems Selected key quotes for each poem in pop-up feature
Additional sample graded paragraphs on each poet with Examiner's Comments
Investigate Further feature provides carefully selected weblinks Digital Resources
for Poetry Focus 2022 are also available to teachers on GillExplore.ie, our
resources platform.

Time for Business
tyhe educational times
A boy on the run from his parents. An old man on the run from his children. They
meet on a train to Dublin and listen to each other's stories. They understand each
other. What will be the result of this new friendship?

Independent Schools Yearbook 2012-2013
Be Business is an exciting toolkit from Caroline McHale covering the three years of
the new common level Junior Cycle Business. Containing straightforward
explanations integrated with activity-based learning, itskillfully facilitates student
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learning, planning, investigating and research. Be Business fosters a learning
experience beyond the classroom and plants the seeds of enterprise. The BE
BUSINESS WORKBOOK provides additional material to practise and consolidate
learning. Anticipation and key word exercises Unit-by-unit additional questions
(also given by theme) Lots of activities to support ongoing assessment
Opportunities to engage actively and collaboratively The full Be Business toolkit
comprises a textbook, workbook and Teacher's Resource Book. All the digital
resources and other supporting material for teachers is available on GillExplore.ie,
Gill Education's smart, reliable and easy-to-use platform.

El Español Bien Hablado
The Economic Elective, Geoecology and Global Interdependence Options presented
in this new book complete the vibrant new approach to Leaving Certificate
Geography by Ireland's leading Geography author, Charles Hayes. The Economic
Elective is for both Ordinary Level and Higher Level students. Higher Level
students may choose the Global Interdependence Option or the Geoecology Option
(one option must be studied by Higher Level students). Concise yet comprehensive
approach to the syllabus Unique double page design promotes visual and incontext learning and student understanding All the information needed to achieve
an A-grade Leaving Certificate for both Higher and Ordinary Level students No timeconsuming, off-course material Succinct chapter Sum Ups and carefully selected
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exam-style questions to consolidate the learning process Numerous exam-training
exercises featuring exam questions, sample answers and valuable tips on marking
schemes

The Boy in the Attic
Caroline McHale's BE BUSINESS Your complete business toolkit for the new junior
cycle specification! Written completely in line with the new specification by
Caroline McHale, this business toolkit caters for all your planning, teaching and
learning needs while presenting the course in a fun and engaging way for students.

Get the Points!
Landscape:Human
This established poetry anthology for Leaving Certificate Higher Level is the
definitive guide to achieving top marks in the 2021 exam. For each poet, Poetry
Focus 2021 provides these unique exam-focused features: Critical Literacy notes
on each poem provide a focused discussion of theme and style Writing About the
Poem sections provide graded sample paragraphs with examiner's comments,
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which help students articulate their responses to the highest standard Examinationstyle class/homework exercises develop effective writing skills UPDATED: Sample
Leaving Cert questions, full essays, plans, marking scheme guidelines and
examiner's comments Revision Overviews provide a concise and visual summary
of each poet's work UPDATED: Unseen Poetry guidelines and sample questions and
answers Exciting design promotes accessibility Free eBook with this textbook! See
inside front cover for details. Extra features in your eBook: Exciting audio feature:
Listen to Eavan Boland, Paul Durcan and Seamus Heaney read a selection of their
poems! Selected key quotes for each poem in pop-up feature Additional sample
graded paragraphs on each poet with examiner's comments Investigate Further
feature provides carefully selected and placed weblinks Digital Resources for
Poetry Focus 2021 are also available to teachers on GillExplore.ie, our resources
platform.

The Educational Times
Cyclone
"Historically compelling and vividly stagedalternately scalding and magical in its
theatricality" -Los Angeles Times. This all-woman play is set in one of the old Mary
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Magdalen laundries run by an order of nuns. It tells the woeful tale of a group

New Complete Geography Teacher's Handbook
Landscapes:Economics
Be Business Workbook
Ireland 1973: a very different world. But a tiny village in County Dublin was about
to lose its innocence for ever. On a bright and sunny June afternoon, a seven-yearold boy was left in the care of his teenage neighbour. No one knew, or would even
have dreamed of suspecting, that the teenager was a Satanist. The two went out to
the fields to look for rabbits. The child was never seen alive again. For the first
time, in The Boy in the Attic, David Malone reveals the exact events of that
summer day: how the youngster was lured to his death, how the teenager came to
delve so deeply into the occult and the nightmarish scene awaiting police when
they entered the attic. But there is another disturbing question - how is it that this
murder, which was easily one of the most shocking and horrific in living memory,
was barely reported upon at all? Why have you never heard of the boy in the attic
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until now?

Leaving Certificate Geography
Contains material needed for students to score A-grades in the Junior Certificate
exam. This book is calibrated to meet the requirements of the Junior Certificate
exam. It includes an accompanying workbook and is an activity book and examtrainer that can be used with equal success in class and for homework. This book
presents the entire syllabus thoroughly in a single volume. It contains everything
needed for students to score A-grades in the Junior Certificate exam. It follows the
syllabus exactly and contains no time-consuming off-course material. It is carefully
calibrated to meet the exact and most recent requirements of the Junior Certificate
exam. Beautifully designed double-page spreads are used to present information in
a student-friendly, easy-to-remember manner. The text is sharp and clearly pitched
to the reading levels of Junior Certificate students. There is also an accompanying
workbook which is in full colour for the first time and is an ideal activity book and
exam-trainer that can be used with equal success in class and for homework.

Notebook
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Whitaker's Cumulative Book List
Over the past 30 years, the world has seen great social improvements. Technology
has been developing at an enormous pace and is helping to solve our most
pressing social and environmental challenges. Yet, despite this success, our
current model of development is still deeply problematic. Natural disasters
triggered by climate change have doubled since the 1980s, violence and armed
conflict now cost more than 13 percent of GDP, social inequality and youth
unemployment is worsening around the world, and climate change threatens the
global population with tremendous environmental as well as social problems. Using
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals as a framework, this book sets
out how business and capital now have a real opportunity to help resolve these
problems. With clear and plentiful examples and cases of how businesses are
making a difference, relevant facts and figures to support the cases, and inspiring
and instructional information on how businesses can create sustainable value, this
highly readable book is a must-read for businesses (large and small) that wish to
genuinely support the delivery of the SDGs. The Paris Climate Agreement and the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) drive change and offer a narrative and an
opportunity to all to speak in one language on sustainability. They provide us with
a clear set of targets for 2030. Through following the SDGs, opportunities abound
for business and capital to unlock markets which offer endless potential for profit
while at the same time working towards the Sustainable Development Goals. This
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book illustrates for business how to make the much-needed Trillion Dollar Shift.

My Spelling Workbook
Fire and Ice 2
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